White Dairies
In Business Since 1948

The Massena Hi-Fi Shop

Greatly Improved Emission Control at Reynolds

Hi-Fi Shop Has Made Progress

COMMERCIAL

Coockroach No. 1 Pest
In Northern New York,
Says Abalene Spokesman

A WORD ABOUT MAYTAG

Due to a strike bound factory, Maytag appliances have not been coming through to meet customer's demands. However, Mr. Pellegrino, in cooperation with Maytag representatives, are doing their very best toward keeping Maytag trickling in to the best of their respective abilities. It is hoped that the Company's labor problems will be solved soon, after which a carload of Maytag appliances will be coming to Massena among its first priorities.

The Pellegrino Oil Heat and Appliances have sold and Serviced Maytag in the area for the past forty-four years and are the only factory franchised dealers in Massena to serve you.

John Pellegrino, Owner
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Protect Tomorrow...
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